Annual Fish Transport Program report on (SOW) for 2011

Objective 1: Provided general management and administrative oversight for LSRCP Fish Transportation program in Idaho. Coordinated with hatcheries and delivered fish transport equipment to them for the 2011 hauling season in ready to work condition. Worked with Fleet Management and purchasing on acquiring two new trucks for integration into the transport fleet. Acquired one truck and tank from the Grace Hatchery with the intent of converting it for use as an adult tank to be used at Sawtooth Hatchery.

Objective 2: Developed the annual operating budget for the fish transport program for FY2012. Also developed a spread sheet to better track expenses throughout the fiscal year.

Objective 3: Developed and submitted annual Program Statement of Work (SOW) for FY2012.

Objective 4: Replaced ten new fresh flows, and rebuilt old ones to replace non refurbishable fresh flows on Corp trailers. Performed all general maintenance on generators, electrical and oxygen systems as needed. Completed all chassis repair to include brakes, springs, tires, and lighting as required. Maintained shop and yard as to create a safe environment for tanker maintenance, and storage.

Objective 5: Transported all equipment for IDOT inspections as required. Stored all Corp trailers under dry storage until needed for next hauling season. Pressure washed, acid bathed and disinfected as needed for season.

Objective 6: Coordinated with Hatchery staff on the delivery of refrigerated trailers for adult carcass removal, picked up carcasses and delivered to Delaware Inc. for disposal. Returned lease trailers to Utility Trailers.

Objective 7: Coordinated the pickup and removal of empty formalin barrels with hatchery staff and hauled back to Eagle yard for transport back to Western chemical.

Objective 8: Provided assistance, as needed for transport of adult salmon and steelhead, and other species as required for fisheries.

Objective 9: Provided a written Fish Transportation Program annual report as required to the LSRCP office before December 31.